
Honda Civic Genuine Accessories

THE NEW GENERATION
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In the New Generation Honda Civic, you are 

driving one of the most innovative cars on the 

road. Offering high levels of luxury, coupled 

with the meticulous engineering that goes into 

every Honda, the Civic is a personalised driving 

experience packed with emotion and energy. 

Whether touring across country or on a city 

commute, there is a range of Honda Genuine 

Accessories to enrich your experience.  

From sports inspired exterior options to interior 

accessories that change your look and help you 

travel with ease, there’s a Honda accessory for 

everyone. Create a dynamic image for your Civic 

with a range of sports-inspired accessories. 

From a bold boot spoiler to slick side skirts, your 

Civic can draw inspiration from Honda’s sporty 

heritage. Couple all this with sleek alloy wheels 

and the Civic cuts a lithe shape across cities and 

highways alike. It’s time to personalise.

Looking good



Floor mats Interior trim set, silver look, geometric pattern (4 piece)  Accent lighting set, blue L.E.D. (3 piece)   

Effortlessly well crafted and with a feel of 

practical elegance, the interior of the New 

Generation Civic puts everything at your 

fingertips to make even the longest journeys 

pass by in supreme comfort. With a range of 

Genuine Honda Accessories, the inside of your 

Civic can reflect your own personal style. 

More than skin deep





Top quality and a perfect fit is what 

you can expect from our audio and 

electronics accessories. 

This bass boosting system was 

specially designed for the 

New generation Civic.

As a result, you can boost your Civic 

with seamlessly integrated premium 

audio and electronics, for the ultimate  

cruising experience. Indulge in richer 

deep bass sounds and brighter 

high-quality audio with the Bass 

System package. 

This audio performance pack includes 

two special low-frequency speakers  

for the rear positions, which guarantee 

high-quality sound in the lowest 

and low-mid frequency range. 

Sounds good too



Rear tail spolier  Sheepskin seat covers ‘Bass Works’  sound system 
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Exterior



BODY KIT COMPONENTS

Stand out in the crowd. These sporty, 
colour-coded components include 

1/ Front under spoiler
2/  Rear under spoiler

 3/          Side skirt set 
4/     Rear tail spoiler*

Matching vehicle design, these exterior 
styling options further enhance the sporty look 

of the New Generation Civic

5/6/ Front and rear mud guards 
(sold separately)

Front and rear mud guards help to protect 
the side panels of the Civic from damage 

including nicks, chips, splash debris and dirt.
Please note: Front and rear mud guards 

cannot be fitted with side skirts.

7/ Fog lights
Designed to fit into the recess in the front 

bumper, blending perfectly with the front end 
styling whilst increasing driving visibility 

in poor conditions.
(Fog lights are standard on Sport and Hybrid models). 

8/ Exhaust pipe finisher 
This tasteful accessory is the finishing 

touch for a well-appointed Civic exterior.
(Standard on Sport and Hybrid models). 

9/10/ Alloy wheels
Designed to compliment your 

Civic’s elegant lines.

          9/ 15” 5 spoke VTi only

10/ 16” 7 spoke Sport only

11/ Wheel nut set

12/  Lock nut set
Security for your alloy wheels.

13/ Parking sensors 
Audible warning when reverse parking. 

Set of 4.

*Not available for Hybrid.
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Interior



14/ Interior trim set 
Silver look, geometric pattern (4 piece).  

15/ Accent lighting set
Blue L.E.D. lights create a soothing 
ambience for your Civic’s interior (3 piece).

16/ Tailored floor mats
Custom fitted mats protect the original 
carpet. Available in dark grey and dark 
blue to match your vehicle’s interior and 
detailed with the Civic decal. 
(Dark blue for sport model only).

17/ Seat skins – Tailored Neoprene
(Front & rear sets available – sold separately. 
VTi model only).

Tailored Neoprene looks smart and 
protects the original seats.

18/ Drink and utility holder
Fits neatly into rear door.

19/ Sheepskin seatcovers
(Front and full sets available – sold separately. 
VTi model only)

Tailored sheepskins are extremely 
comfortable and protect the original 
seats.

20/ Side step garnish
Dark grey or light grey available.

21/ Rear bumper and 
bootlip protector
Keeps the rear bumper and bootlip 
scuff and scratch free.

22/ Cargo net*
For those ‘hard to stow’ items.

23/  Organizer box
Keeps everything tidy and folds away 
flat for easy storage. 

24/ Luggage area protector tray*
The moulded vinyl luggage tray protects 
your Civic’s boot from spills as well as 
wear and tear.  

25/ Slimline door visors 
(Set of 4) For those who like to enjoy 
fresh air whilst driving in all weather 
conditions. Also prevents fogging. 

26/ Bonnet protector 
Hard wearing extruded acrylic. 

27/ Headlight protector set 
Acrylic. Shields the headlights from 
damage caused by stones and other 
road debris.

28/ Dust and pollen filter
A must for hay fever/asthma sufferers.

29/ Car Cover
All-weather protection. Folds into its own 
pouch for easy storage.
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*Not available for Hybrid.
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To order any of the accessories listed, contact your nearest authorised Honda Dealer.

Honda Australia Pty Ltd. ACN 004 759 611 ABN 66 004 759 611 
95 Sharps Road, Tullamarine, Victoria, 3043.  
Melbourne (03) 9285 5555, Brisbane (07) 3260 4888, Sydney (02) 8748 3333  
Freecall 1800 804 954    www.honda.com.au 

ACCESSORIES WARRANTY: All Genuine Honda Accessories installed at time of retail sale of a new motor vehicle are covered by Honda’s 3 Year or 100,000 kilometres Warranty. 
If installed after retail sale, they are covered for the remainder of the warranty or a minimum of 12 months - whichever is the greater - provided that the accessory is fitted to only the unit (vehicle) for which it was intended by Honda Motor Co. 
To the extent permitted by law, Honda hereby excludes all warranties implied by Federal or State legislation. Note: The Specifications and Major Features listed herein are accurate as at date of last printing (Feb. 06), however, Honda Motor Co. Ltd and 
Honda Australia Pty Ltd have the right to change or modify Specifications and Major Features at any time without prior notice. Specifications may also vary in some States. Please check current specifications with your Authorised Honda Dealer before 
purchase. Due to ordering, shipping and freight factors, some colour and model availabilities may vary from time to time. Check with your Honda Dealer for current information on availability. 02/06

TOURING & TOWING

30/ Roof rack
Conveniently carry items such 
as bikes and/or skis outside 
the vehicle, freeing up valuable space 
reserved for passengers or other items.  
Load capacity: 50kg

The versatile roof rack is designed to be 
used with:

31/ Tie down
32/ Snowboard attachment
33/ Ski attachment (5 row).
34/ Universal attachment
35/ Bike attachment
36/ Kayak attachment

37/ Tow bar kit*
The kit includes tow bar 
and shadowmount cover.  

38/ Chrome tow ball* 
(sold separately)

Towing specifications: 
Trailer with brakes
1200kg man/450kg auto
800kg with ATF cooler

Trailer without brakes
500kg man/450kg auto
500kg with ATF cooler

Towing does not apply to Hybrid model

39/ Tongue and towball 
      storage bag

40/ Roof box
36kg load capacity

41/ Genuine fluids and lubricants
Specifically designed for your Honda. 
Exclusively available through your Honda 
dealer. 

*Not available for Hybrid
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